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ABSTRACT

A combined automated and manual system for daca
collection is described. The system is suitable
for collecting, scoring, and retrieving daca
related to nuclear material control at a bulk
processing facility. The system, which was
applied to the NLO operated Feed Materials Pro-
duction Center, was successfully demonstrated
for a selected portion of the facility. The
instrumentation consisted of off-the-shelf com-
mercial equipment and provided timeliness, con-
venience, and efficiency in providing informa-
tion for generating a material balance and per-
forming error propagation on a sound statistical
basis.

I. INTRODUCTION

This paper describes an integrated system
for colleccing, storing, and retrieving inven-
tory, transfer, and measurement daca on items of
nuclear material at a high-chroughput low-
enriched uranium metal reduction and casting
facility. The system was designed for and
demonstrated ac a pare of Che Feed Materials
Production Center in Fernaid (near Cincinnati),
Ohio, operated under contract to the O.S.
Department of Energy by NLO, Inc. The system
was developed to demonstrate how data sufficient
for calculation of a statiscically-based limit
of error on inventory difference could be col-
lected without significant interference with
production, and at a relatively low cost.

The design goal of the daca collection
system was to be able to capture ccnplete quan-
tity and location daca oc each item of nuclear
material involved in the UF4-to-metal reduction
process and in the casting operation. The
facility's existing accouncabilicy and concrol
system accounted for material on a lot basis,
where a lot may consist of one to several
hundred items, so that it was necessary to
design a new system capable of handling daca on
an item basis. To minimize both systems cost
aud interference with produccion and because Che
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ex is t ing system is s t i l l in use, the exiscing
system was incorporated.into the new system.

In i t s final form, Che system captures
two types of data: (a) daca on Che ident i ty ,
location, and quantity of <fach item on begin-
ning or ending invencory or pdded Co or remov-
ed from inventory, including recycled mate-
r i a l , scrap, and wasce; and (b) daca on each
measurement (weight, chemical analys is , or
isotopic determination) made, including, for
a l l principle measurement, methods, the final
measurement result as well as the raw instru-
ment readings used to compute Che final
resu l t . These daca allow computation of an
inventory difference for the f a c i l i c y and,
more importantly, computation of a limit of
error on invencory difference based on s t a t i s -
tically—sound propagation of measurement
errors . A major consideration in overall sy s -
tem design was minimization of Che effort
required Co co l l ec t and process Che data, so
afl Co minimize cose and interference with pro-
duccion.

I I . IHFORHATIOH REQUIREMENTS

In order Co calculate a s t a t i s t i c a l l y -
propagated LEID, i t i s necessary Co co l lec t
data on:

1) measurement uncertaint ies , in order
to allow character? zacion of Che ran-
dom and syscematic error contribu-
tions of each measurement method
used; and,

2) Che accual measurement results used
to calculate the four components of
Che macerial balance equacion

ID - BI + A - R - El

such chat the uncertainties in each
measurement can be statistically
propagaced to yield an overall LEID.
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To these ends, it was necessary to collect both
measurement data and nuclear materials accoun-
tancy data. The necessary measurement data
included:

- instrument calibration and
standardization data, including
scale calibrations;

- replicate and control measurement

results; andt

- raw measurement data (instrument
responses, e.g., gross and tare
weights for weighing, or pre- and
posc-ijnition weights for gravimetric
analysis) used to more accurately
characterize measurement uncertainties.

Accounting data required were Che beginning and
ending physical inventory of the test MBA, all
additions to the test MBA, and all removals
from Che teat MBA. A significant difference
between accountancy procedures used during the
exercise and chose that were in use is that
presenc NLO procedures account for material by
lot, a number of icems at a time, whereaj for
purposes of the exercise it vas necessary to
record all daca on an item basis. The conse-
quent increase in the volume of data collected
(an increase in total data volume ol at least a
factor of 10) was a major stimulus for the use
of an automated daca collection system.

III. DATA COLLECTION

Figure 1 is a block diagram of Che 9ystem
developed to collect the data necessary for
the exercise and transfer the data to the NLO
HP-3000 computer for processing. The system
uses bar code labels co idencify items or lots
transferred or weighed on either of two
specially-designed automated scales.

Inventory data and data on transfer of
items not weighed on the automated scales were
collected using portable bar code readers.
Height data were collected whenever possible
using che automated scales; when not possible,
Che data were manually keyed into the
HP-3000. All other measurement data was
manually entered.

Use of bar code labels to identify items
and lots of material in the exercise wa3
dictated by the desire to minimize the amount
of manual data entry required. NLO uses a
IS-character lot identification and a
6'character item number, for a Cotal of 21
characters of data necessary co identify any
particular item. Since records in the exer-
cise must kept on an item basis, it was neces-
sary Co enter 21 characters of identification
data for each transfer and each measurement in
addition to the actual transfer or measurement
data. Use of bar code labels Co avoid Che
necessity of manually entering these idencifi-
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cation data significantly reduced the amount of
manual data entry required, and had the addi-
tional benefit of reducing the error rate.

Figure 2 shows two examples of Che bar code
labels that were used. Each label contains
three lines of information. The top line, the
"text line", is used only for the information of
people reading the label the data in this line
are not encoded into bar code. The next line,
enclosed in asterisks, shows the contents of the
bar code line Chat appears below it. The bar
code used is called Code 39. It was chosen
because it has the advantages of being able to
encode all lecters and numbers and some punctua-
tion marks and special characters, and of being
rather compact;the labels shown in the figure
are printed at a density of 9.3 characters per
inch (the highest available density).

ITEK BAR CODE LABEL EXAMPLE
•A123080H0001234000301*

LOT BAR CODE LABEL EXAMPLE
•A123000H0001234-00050*

Figure 2. Sample Bar Code labels

The top label, "ITEM BAR CODE LABEL
EXAMPLE", is the type of label that wa3 applied
to individual items. The bar code contains the
15-character lot identification A123000H0001234
and the 6-character item number 000001. The
bottom label", "LOT BAR CODE LABEL EXAMPLE", is
the type that was used for an entire lot (in
most cases, as entire lot of material is trans-
ferred at once; one label is ueed for the entire
lot to avoid the necessity of having to read
each of the individual item labels to record the
transfer). On the lot label, Che first 15 char-
acters of the bar code are the lot identifica-
tion. The sixteenth character is a minus sign,
indicating that this is a lot label, and the
last 5 characters are the number of items in the
lot.

The overall data collection system is based
on two major subsystems: the analytical labora-
tory system, which Incorporates an HF-85 desktop
computer and peripherals and a CRT terminal,
both linked to the HF-3000; and the plant sys-
tem, composed of the portable bar code readers
and the automated scales. Each will be discus-
sed in detail in the following.

A. Analytical Laboratory Data Collection
System

The data collection system used in the
analytical laboratory during the exercise is
shown in Figure 3. The system is composed of an
HP-85 desktop computer, a Hewlett-Packard 2645A
CRT terminal, and peripheral equipment as shown,
including a 5 1/4" floppy disk drive, digital
minicassette tape drive, bar code label printer
and readers, and a line printer. All of the
equipment used is 3tock, off-the-shelf commer-
cial equipment; all software used was written at
BHL for the exercise.
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The major functions of the lab system are:

- printing bar code labels;

- collecting data from the automated
scales and the portable bar code
readers for transfer to the HP-3000;

- printing all labels necessary for
samples processed in the analytical
lab; and,

- entry of measurement results into
the HP-3000.

Note that most measurement data must be manually
entered using the CRT terminal. Although data
entry software, written at BNL, made this pro-
cess easier, it would still be desirable to
further reduce the amount of manual data entry
necessary. Many of the instruments now la use
at ttt.0 could output their data in machine-reada-
ble fora, but limits on time and money available
for the exercise prevented further expansion of
the system. However, it would be relatively
easy and not excessively expensive to nearly
fully autonate the NLO laboratory data system.

The data collected, for each measurement
(including weighings), were:

- Lot number;
- item number;
- lab number;
- date and time of measurement;
- badge number of the person making
the measurement;
- measurement method;
- scale or instrument used;
- type of measurement (item type code

Chat Indicates if the measurement
applies only to this item or to the
entire lot); and,

- the raw measurement data (i.e.,
instrument readings).

These data were all necessary in order to com-
pute a statistically-valid LEID.

B. Plant Data Collection System

The equipment used in the plant data
collection system consisted of Zntermec 9410
portable bar code readers and two specially-
designed automated digital scales. The automat-
ed scales are controlled by Toledo Scale
TSM-3000 microprocessor-based scale controllers,
and incorporate Intermec 9300 bar code readers,
ADPI LG-2 digital minicassette tape

drives, and the three components of a standard
Toledo electronic scale (a load cell, indicator,
and printer)• Figure 4 is a block diagram of an
automated scale. All the equipment is standard
off-the-shelf commercial equipment, but Toledo
Scale repackaged it in a NEMA-12 cabinet and
wrote special software for the system.
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Figure 4. HLO Exercise Scale Data
Collection Station

The plant data collection sypten haa
two functions; collection of inventory and
transfer data, primarily using the portable bar
code readers; and collection of weight daca,
using the automated scales. The portable bar
code readers have internal clock/calenders, and
were programmed to prompt the operator to enter
data, either by reading bar code labels cr by
using the readers' barboard, which has all the
letters, numbers, and special characters, and
allowed entry of data where bar code labels are
noc available or damaged. Bar code labels were
applied to the cards attached to each Item,



with an additional label for the entire lot.
thus, receding transfer data required only
reading che item or lot bar code label; the data
were stored in che bar code reader's internal
memory for later transfer via the lab HP-85 to
the HLO HF-3OOO.

Weight data were collected using the
automated scales. Hie operator read the bar
code label, entering the item's identification,
and weighed the item using basically the same
procedure as was used on the existing electronic
scales* The automated scale then wrote the data
on the minicassette tape, for later transfer via
the lab HP-85 to the NLO HP-3000.

Since not all material involved in the
exercise can be weighed on the automated scales,
and since some items cannot have bar code labels
applied, some transfer and weighing data were
collected from the existing NLO records system
and entered into the HP-3000 manually, using
data entry software written at BNL.

IV. DAIA PROCESSING

All processing was done on the NLO HP-3000
computer, using software written at BNL. As
mentioned above, aoms data were manually entered
via CAT terminals, and the remainder transferred
from the portable bar code readers and automated
scales via the lab HF-85. The data were stored
using the Hewlett-Packard IMAGE/3000 data base
management system.

Five major types of programs were run:

- data entry programs;
- measurement data reduction programs;
- measured value computation programs;
- accountability reports for NMC; and,
- error propagation programs (written
by ORNL).

The programs are written in FORTRAN, using calls
to system routines for data entry screen display
and data base access.

V. CONCLUSION

The data collection system used in the
exercise proved to be a flexible combination of
manual and automated devices. It successfully
provided all the necessary information for per-
forming scaElsticallr-based error propagaclon
and generated a material balance for the limited
area of the facility to which it was applied.
The Information was timely, accurate, and effi-
ciently collected with little or no additional
labor (once the system was Installed and debug-
ged). Indeed, more than once the data-base was
used to quickly retrieve important, needed
information which had been Inadvertently lost in
che existing system.

The system has the capability for expan-
sion, with some slight modifications, to the
extent that It could be used to provide all the
information for material control and accounta-
bility for the entire plant.
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